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Abstract

Biological data mining using kernel methods can be improvedby a task-specific choice of the kernel function.

Oligo kernels for genomic sequence analysis have proven to have a high discriminative power and to provide

interpretable results. Oligo kernels that consider subsequences of different lengths can be combined and param-

eterized to increase their flexibility. For adapting these parameters efficiently, gradient-based optimization of the

kernel-target alignment is proposed. The power of this new,general model selection procedure and the benefits of

fitting kernels to problem classes are demonstrated by adapting oligo kernels for bacterial gene start detection.

Index Terms

sequence analysis, oligo kernel, translation initiation sites, model selection, kernel target alignment, support

vector machines

I. INTRODUCTION

Kernel-based learning algorithms have been successfully applied to a variety of sequence classification

tasks within the field of bioinformatics [1]. Recently in [2], oligo kernelshave been introduced for
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the analysis of biological sequence data, where the term oligo(mer) refers to short, single stranded DNA

fragments. As shown in [2], decision functions based on oligo kernels are easy to interpret and to visualize.

They can therefore be used to infer characteristic sequencefeatures. In contrast to other approaches, oligo

kernels allow for gradually controlling the level of position-dependency of the representation, that is, how

important the exact position of an oligomer is. For example,measuring the similarity of two sequences

by the standard Hamming distance is fully position-dependent (either two symbols at a given position

are identical or not), whereas comparing just the frequencies of the symbols is completely position-

independent (the position of a symbol within a sequence doesnot matter, just how often it occurs). The

gradual control is a decisive feature compared to other string kernels for biological sequences, which

usually provide either position-dependent [3] or completely position-independent representations [4], [5].

Measuring the similarity between sequences using kernels based on the edit distance between the sequences

is an alternative approach in which the position-dependency can be controlled [6].

In this study, we look atcombined oligo kernels[2], which consider oligomers of different lengths. This

kernel allows to control the position-dependency for each oligomer length individually and can therefore be

better adapted to a particular prediction or data mining problem. This leads us to one of the key problems

of all kernel-based methods, namelymodel selection, that is, finding the appropriate kernel for a given

task. Typically, a parameterized family of kernel functions is considered and model selection reduces

to real-valued parameter optimization. When using the combined oligo kernel for biological sequence

analysis, we want to adapt the parameters that control position-dependency of oligomers of a particular

length. The most sophisticated algorithms for model selection are gradient-based methods [7], [8], [9],

[10], [11], [12]. However, they require the definition of a differentiable criterion for the performance of a

kernel. Recently, thekernel-target alignmenthas been proposed as a criterion for kernel adaptation [13],

[14], [15]. In this study, we derive gradient-based optimization of the kernel-target alignment leading to

a general, efficient model selection method applicable to multiple kernel parameters.

This new model selection method enables us to adjust the combined oligo kernel for a given task. The

power of this approach is demonstrated by applying it to the design of support vector machines [16] for

the prediction of bacterial gene starts in genomic sequences [17]. Although exact localization of gene

starts is crucial for correct annotation of bacterial genomes, it is difficult to achieve with conventional

gene finders, which are usually restricted to the identification of long coding regions. The prediction of

gene starts therefore provides a biologically relevant signal detection task, which has been successfully
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approached by machine learning algorithms and is well-suited for the evaluation of our kernel optimization

scheme.

In the following, we derive gradient-based optimization ofthe kernel target alignment for model

selection. In SectionIII the oligo kernel is introduced, and in SectionIV experiments using optimized

oligo kernels for bacterial gene start prediction are presented.

II. K ERNEL SELECTION USING GRADIENT-BASED OPTIMIZATION OF THE KERNEL-TARGET

ALIGNMENT

The basic idea of kernel methods for classification is to map the input patterns (here biological

sequences) to a feature space endowed with a dot product and to classify the patterns in the feature

space using a well-understood algorithm in which all operations in the feature space can be expressed by

dot products. The trick is to compute these inner products efficiently in the input space using a kernel

function. Choosing the right kernel and thereby the right feature space is the most important aspect when

designing a kernel classifier.

In this section, we first briefly describe support vector machines, the most prominent kernel-based

learning method. Then we present the kernel-target alignment as a criterion of how well a kernel fits

a certain data set. The gradient of the kernel-target alignment is derived, which can be used to select

appropriate kernel parameters for a given problem.

A. Support Vector Machines

In this study, we considerL1-normsoft margin support vector machines(SVMs) for binary classification

[16]. Let (xi ,yi), 1≤ i ≤ ℓ, be consistenttraining examples, whereyi ∈ {−1,1} is the label associated

with input patternxi ∈X . The main idea of SVMs is to map the input patterns to a featurespaceF and

to separate the transformed data linearly inF .

The transformationφ : X → F is implicitly done by a kernelk : X ×X → R, which computes a

scalar (inner) product in the feature space efficiently, that is, k(xi ,x j) =
〈

φ(xi),φ(x j)
〉

. The kernel function

k has to bepositive definite, that is, for every finite set of patternsxi , 1≤ i ≤ ℓ, the matrixG∈ R
ℓ×ℓ with

Gi j = k(xi ,x j) has to be positive definite (i.e.,a′Ga≥ 0 for all a∈ R
ℓ, we use the termstrictly positive

definite if strict inequality is required for non-zeroa). Patterns are classified by the sign of a functionf
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of the form

f (x) = 〈w,φ(x)〉+b =
ℓ

∑
i=1

α∗
i yik(xi ,x)+b . (1)

The real-valued coefficientsα∗
i defining the weight vectorw = ∑ℓ

i=1yiα∗
i φ(xi) and b are determined by

solving the following quadratic optimization problem

min
w,b

H[ f ] =
ℓ

∑
i=1

[1−yi f (xi)]+ +
1

2C
‖w‖2 , (2)

where [z]+ = 0 if z< 0 and [z]+ = z otherwise. The first part penalizes patterns that are not classified

correctly with a particularmargin (i.e., distance from the separating hyperplane inF ). The second part

regularizes the solution, in the sense that minimizing the norm of the weight vector corresponds to

minimizing the norm of the functioñf (x) = 〈w,φ(x)〉 in F . If ∑ℓ
i=1 [1−yi f (xi)]+ = 0, minimizing ‖w‖

corresponds to maximizing the minimum distance of a training pattern from the separating hyperplane in

F . The regularization parameter Ccontrols the trade-off between the two parts of the objective function.

In practice, the coefficientsα∗
i are computed by maximizing thedual optimization problem

E[α] =
ℓ

∑
i=1

αi −
1
2

ℓ

∑
i, j=1

yiy jαiα jk(xi ,x j) (3)

subject to∑ℓ
i=1 αiyi = 0 and 0≤ αi ≤C for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. The optimal value forb can then be determined

based on the solutionα∗ ∈ R
ℓ. The patternsxi with αi > 0 are calledsupport vectors. For solving the

dual quadratic optimization problem we use asequential minimal optimization(SMO, cf. [18]) approach

based on second order information as proposed in [19], [20].

For an introduction to SVMs we refer to the literature (e.g.,[21] or the textbooks [22], [23], [24]).

B. Model Selection and Kernel-Target Alignment

The right choice of a kernel function, which implicitly determines the feature spaceF , is crucial for

the performance of the learning machine. Choosing an appropriate kernel and thereby defining a metric

between input patterns that fosters correct classificationis the model selection problem in the context

of kernel-based methods. Usually, a parameterized family of kernel functions is considered. In this case

model selection reduces to real-valued parameter optimization. Still, it is necessary to pick an appropriate

family of kernel functions to choose from, a performance measure (i.e., a heuristic to compare kernels by

quantifying how well they are suited for the problem class athand), and an optimization strategy. If the

kernel space has a differentiable structure and the performance measure is differentiable, the optimization
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methods of choice for adapting multiple hyperparameters are iterative, gradient-based approaches. If these

assumptions are not met, direct search methods such as grid-search, which is only applicable in case of

very few parameters, or evolutionary algorithms [25], [26]are used.

Usually, gradient-based approaches rely on performance measures based onradius-margin bounds[7],

[8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. In each iteration, radius-margin performance criteria require the training of

the learning machine and the solution of an additional quadratic program to compute the radius of the

smallest ball enclosing the training data in feature space.Here, we consider a different criterion for model

selection, the kernel-target alignment [13], [14], [15]. It can be calculated efficiently, independently from

the actual learning algorithm, makes use of the informationfrom the complete training data set—and it

is differentiable.

We consider a consistent training data set comprisingℓ training patternsxi ∈ X with labels yi ∈

{−1,+1}. On this set every positive definite kernel functionk : X ×X →R defines a symmetric positive

definite kernel matrix(Gram matrix) G ∈ R
ℓ×ℓ by Gi j := k(xi ,x j). On the training set we can measure

the similarity of two kernel functionsk1 and k2 by the normalized inner product (i.e., the cosine of the

angle)

S(k1,k2) :=
〈Gk1,Gk2〉

√

〈Gk1,Gk1〉〈Gk2,Gk2〉
(4)

between the corresponding kernel matricesGk1 and Gk2, where the inner product between matrices is

defined by〈A,B〉 := ∑ℓ
n,m=1AnmBnm for A,B∈ R

ℓ×ℓ.

We now consider the function

y : X → R , x 7→















ym if x = xm

0 otherwise
, (5)

which assigns the observed label to every input pattern in the training set and assigns zero (“don’t know”)

to every unseen input pattern. Lety = (y1, . . . ,yℓ)
′. The outer productyy′ defines a positive definite rank

one matrix with(yy′)i j = yiy j . It is the kernel matrix of the kernel functionyy(x,z) := y(x) ·y(z) which can

be thought of as anempirical kernelbuild of the training data. Obviously, it perfectly suits the training

data. This observation leads to the definition of thekernel-target alignment

Â(k) := S(k,yy) =
〈G,yy′〉

ℓ
√

〈G,G〉
=

∑ℓ
i, j=1yiy jk(xi ,x j)

ℓ
√

∑ℓ
i, j=1k(xi ,x j)2

. (6)
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Fig. 1. Schema of model selection based on kernel-target alignment. The goal is to find a kernelk∗ within a restricted family of “reasonable”

kernel functions such that the normalized Gram matrix induced by k∗ has the smallest distance to the normalized empirical kernel matrix

yy′, see AppendixB for a more formal treatment of this topic and a precise definition of the labels.

Without normalization, kernel-target alignment corresponds tokernel polarization, which was proposed

recently for model selection [27].

The kernel-target alignment measures the similarity of thekernel withyy on the observed data. We can

rewrite 〈G,yy′〉 = ∑yi=y j
k(xi,x j)−∑yi 6=y j

k(xi ,x j). Thus,〈G,yy′〉 (and thereforeÂ(k) if only normalized

Gram matrices are considered) is large if the similarity measure induced by the kernel is large for input

patterns of the same class and small for patterns from different classes. This is the intuitive idea behind

preferring a kernel with high kernel-target alignment, because the alignment reflects how well induced

similarity measure and class membership match.

A model selection strategy based on the kernel-target alignment (and kernel polarization) requires a

considerate choice of the kernel family, guided by prior knowledge about the problem domain. The kernel-

target alignment is maximized by the empirical kernel, which is of course an undesired solution of the

model selection problem. Thus, the empirical kernel must not be an element of the family of functions

from which the kernel is selected. A schema and an additionalgeometric interpretation of model selection

using the kernel-target alignment is provided in Fig.1 and in AppendixB. It is important to stress that

maximization of the kernel-target alignment does not aim atgeneralization properties of some classifier.

The same holds for kernel polarization. Both measures are maximized if a kernel reflects the properties of

the training data set used to define the empirical kernel. In order to prevent overfitting, only parameters

that control general properties of the kernel family and that do not allow adaptation to individual input

patterns should be optimized using these criteria.

It is a decisive feature of optimizing the kernel-target alignment for model selection that it is independent

of the actual learning machine. No computationally expensive training of a classifier is necessary in the

model selection process. Further, the resulting kernel canbe plugged into different learning machines.
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However, this lack of specificity can also be viewed as one of the main drawbacks of the approach, as

the optimal feature space representation surely depends onthe classification algorithm.

C. Gradient of Kernel-Target Alignment

We propose to optimize the kernel-target alignment using gradient-based algorithms. The partial deriva-

tive of the kernel-target alignment with respect to a parameter h of the kernelk with corresponding Gram

matrix G is given by
∂ Â
∂h

(k) =
〈∂G

∂h ,yy′〉 · 〈G,G〉−〈G,yy′〉 · 〈∂G
∂h ,G〉

ℓ〈G,G〉3/2
(7)

using 〈∂G
∂h ,B〉 = ∑ℓ

n,m=1
∂Gnm

∂h Bnm = ∑ℓ
n,m=1

∂k(sn,sm)
∂h Bnm.

To the best of our knowledge, standard kernel-target alignment has neither been combined with efficient

gradient-based optimization techniques nor applied to complex string kernels so far. Nevertheless, kernel-

target alignment and kernel polarization have already proven to be well suited for model selection (e.g., see

[13], [27]). In [11] a related, but more complex criterion issuggested for model selection. This measure is

optimized by simple gradient-descent and discussed in the context of the kernel-target alignment. However,

when we used the criterion proposed in [11] instead ofÂ for adapting trimer and combined oligo kernels

in our experiments described in sectionIV, the model selection led to degenerate kernels resulting invery

poor performance.

III. OLIGO KERNELS FORSEQUENCEANALYSIS

In this section, oligo kernels for the analysis of biological sequence data are described. These kernels

have a high discriminative power and yield classifiers that are easy to interpret and to visualize [2]. The

gradient of thecombined oligo kernelwith respect to its hyperparameters is derived for gradient-based

model selection.

A. Oligo kernels

The feature space representation induced by oligo kernels can be described in terms ofoligo functions

[2], which encode occurrences of oligomers in sequences with an adjustable degree of positional uncer-

tainty. We consider finite sequences over an alphabetA . In our context, subsequencesω ∈ A K of length

K are calledK-mers (i.e., oligomers of lengthK). For a sequences containing theK-mer ω ∈ A K at
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positionsSs
ω = {p1, p2, . . .}, the oligo function is given by

µω (t) = ∑
p∈Ss

ω

exp

(

−
1

2σ2
K

(t− p)2
)

, (8)

see Fig.2 for an example. The continuous position variablet is not restricted to a discrete domain so

far. Thesmoothing parameterσK adjusts the width of the Gaussians centered on the observed oligomer

positions and determines the degree of position-dependency of the feature space representation. While

small values forσK imply peaky functions, large values imply flatter functions.

For a sequences the occurrences of allK-mers contained inA K = {ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωm} can be rep-

resented by a vector ofm oligo functions. This yields the final feature space representation ΦK(s) =

[µω1,µω2, . . . ,µωm]′ of that sequence. The feature space objects are vector-valued functions. This can be

stressed using the notation

φK
s (t) = [µω1(t),µω2(t), . . . ,µωm(t)]′ . (9)

Each component corresponds to the oligo function of a particular K-mer. This representation is well-suited

for the interpretation of discriminant functions and visualization [2]. To make it practical for learning, we

construct a kernel function to compute the dot product in thefeature space efficiently. The inner product

of two sequence representationsφK
i andφK

j , corresponding tokK(si ,s j), is given by

〈

φK
i ,φK

j

〉

:=
∫

φK
i (t) ·φK

j (t)dt = ∑
ω∈A K

∑
p∈Si

ω

∑
q∈Sj

ω

∫

exp

(

−
(t− p)2

2σ2
K

)

exp

(

−
(t −q)2

2σ2
K

)

dt

∝ ∑
ω∈A K

∑
p∈Si

ω

∑
q∈Sj

ω

exp

(

−
1

4σ2
K

(p−q)2
)

:= kK(si,s j) (10)

using φ i := φ si
and Si

ω := Ssi
ω . In Appendix A it is shown that oligo kernels are valid positive definite

kernels.

The feature space representations of two sequences may havedifferent norms. In order to improve

comparability between sequences of different lengths, we compute thenormalized oligo kernel

k̃K(si,s j) =
kK(si ,s j)

√

kK(si,si)kK(s j ,s j)
. (11)

From the above definition of the oligo kernel, it is easy to seethe effect of the smoothing parameter

σK, see also Fig.2. For the limiting caseσK → 0 with no positional uncertainty only oligomers that

occur at the same positions in both sequences contribute to the sum. In general it is not appropriate to

represent oligomer occurrences without positional uncertainty. This would imply zero similarity between

two sequences if noK-mer appears atexactlythe same position in both sequences. Regarding the other
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Fig. 2. Example of two sequencessi ands j and the corresponding oligo functions forω = TAG for small (left) and large (right) smoothing

parameterσ3.

extreme with maximum positional uncertainty, forσK → ∞ position-dependency of the kernel completely

vanishes. In this case, all terms of oligomers, occurring inboth sequences, contribute equally to the sum,

regardless of their distance and the oligo kernel becomes identical to the spectrum kernel [4].

It is beneficial to consider oligomers of different lengths.In [2], the combined oligo kernel

k̃κ-combined(s1,s2) =
1
κ

κ

∑
i=1

k̃i(s1,s2) (12)

with κ = 6 and individual values forσ1, . . . ,σ6 was introduced. The individual smoothing parametersσi

allow for different degrees of position-dependency forK-mers depending on their lengthK. For example,

the kernel can be adjusted in a way that matching trimers haveto be at almost the same position for two

sequences to be considered similar, whereas at the level of pentamers just their frequency matters.

The learning machines using̃k6-combinedperformed better than the machines using a single oligo kernel

k̃i(s1,s2), i = 1, . . . ,6 in [2]. Because grid-search for six parameters is prohibitive, the smoothing parameters

were tuned by considering each of the six kernelsk̃i separately. Here we use gradient-based optimization

of the kernel-target alignment for adjusting these hyperparameters simultaneously.

B. Motif Oligo Kernels

Although adapted oligo kernels already show very good classification performance as demonstrated in

the following section, in practice one would use these kernels in combination withmotif oligo kernels,

additional biological a priori information, and perhaps even other classification tools. Oligo kernels need

not be defined over all oligomers of or up to a certain length. The kernel can also be defined over an

arbitrary finite setAmotifs⊂∪∞
k=1A

k of sequences of different lengths, in particular over a set of sequence
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motifs relevant for the prediction task at hand. A set of motifs Amotifs = {ω1, . . . ,ωm} leads straightforward

to a feature space representationΦAmotifs(s) = [µω1,µω2, . . . ,µωm]′ of a sequences and corresponding

motif oligo kernelskAmotifs and k̃Amotifs, which can additively be combined with the standard oligo kernel.

Similarly, the oligo kernel can be coupled with kernel functions considering additional properties beyond

the sequence information. However, in the following we consider only standard combined oligo kernels.

This allows for a fair comparison with other sequence kernels and makes the improvements achieved by

our model selection approach, which adapts kernels to specific problems, directly visible.

C. Gradient of Combined Oligo Kernels

For gradient-based adaptation of the kernel parameters, wecompute the partial derivatives of the

combined oligo kernel with respect to its hyperparameters.For a smoothing parameterσi we get

∂ k̃κ-combined

∂σi
(s1,s2)=

∂ki
∂σi

(s1,s2)ki(s1,s1)ki(s2,s2)−
ki(s1,s2)

2

[

∂ki
∂σi

(s1,s1)ki(s2,s2)+ ∂ki
∂σi

(s2,s2)ki(s1,s1)
]

κ
√

ki(s1,s1)ki(s2,s2)
3/2

(13)

and
∂ki

∂σi
(s1,s2) = ∑

ω∈A K
∑

p∈S1
ω

∑
q∈S2

ω

1

2σ3
i

(p−q)2 ·exp

(

−
1

4σ2
i

(p−q)2
)

. (14)

Combining this result with the gradient of the kernel-target alignmentÂ derived in SectionII-C allows

us to perform gradient-based optimization in the space of oligo kernels following∂ Â/∂σi , 1≤ i ≤ κ .

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We apply 1-norm soft margin SVMs as described in SectionII-A with optimized combined oligo

kernels to the detection of bacterial gene starts [17]. First the problem is outlined. Then we concisely

describe thelocality improved kernel[1], [28] and simpleMarkov chain models[29], which we consider

for comparison. After that we give details about the model selection process. Finally the experimental

results are presented.

A. Problem Description

To extract protein-encoding sequences from nucleotide sequences is an important task in bioinformatics.

For this purpose it is necessary to detect locations at whichcoding regions start. These locations are called

translation initiation sites(TIS).
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We consider (sense strand) DNA sequences, that is, strings over the alphabetA = {A,T,C,G}. A

TIS contains the start codon (substring)ATG or rarely GTG or TTG (in our example there is only one

known case where alsoATT serves as a start codon). The start codon marks the position at which the

translation starts. Not everyATG triplet is a start codon, even if it is the first one on the transcribed

mRNA when scanning starting from the 5’ end. Therefore it must be decided whether a particularATG

corresponds to a start codon or not. This classification problem can be solved automatically using machine

learning techniques, in which usually the neighborhood of nucleotides around potential TISs, probably

combined with additional features, is used as input patternto a classifier. Various successful applications

of established statistical methods and computational intelligence techniques have been reported (e.g.,

[30], [31], [32], [28], [2], [6], [33], [34], [35]). Markov chain models(see sectionIV-C) were first

used by Salzberg [30],neural networkswere used for example in [31], [32], and SVMs in [28], [2],

[6], [35]. In [33], Markov models and neural networks were combined. In addition to these supervised

learning approaches, unsupervised methods have recently been applied to the problem of TIS prediction.

In particular, Tech and Meinicke [34] iterate a process of supervised model building and reassigning input

patterns to the classes of positive and negative examples. This algorithms yields very good results, which

still depend on the quality of the supervised model building. Thus, improving the supervised putative TIS

classification would also improve the unsupervised algorithm described in [34], which relies on Markov

chain models withpositional smoothing.

When discussing TIS detection, we have to distinguish between eukaryotes and prokaryotes, that is,

between organisms in which the genetic material is organized into membrane-bound nuclei and organisms

without a cell nucleus. In contrast to prediction of eukaryotic TIS (e.g., in [30], [31], [32], [28], [6]) there

is no biological justification for using a general learning machine across different species for prediction

of prokaryotic TIS. For this reason, learning of prokaryotic TISs is always restricted to a limited amount

of species-specific examples and model selection methods have to cope with small data sets.

We chose an experimental setup to simulate a later step in a reannotation process, where a subset of

all TISs in a prokaryotic genome has been verified on the basisof biological knowledge. These verified

translation starts can be used to build a TIS classifier whichin turn can be applied to correct or verify the

putative TIS locations of the remaining genes of the genome,which have been found by a conventional

tool for detection of open reading frames of a significant length (e.g., see [36]).

To create a reliable data set, we selectedE. coli genes from the EcoGene database [37] and considered
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only those entries with biochemically verified N-terminus.The neighboring nucleotides were looked up in

the GenBank file U00096.gbk [38]. From the 732 positive examples (i.e., we have to deal with small data

sets compared to the analysis of eukaryotic sequence databases) we created associated negative examples.

For the negative examples we extracted sequences centered around a codon from the set{ATG,GTG,TTG}

and accepted them if the codon is in-frame with one of the appropriate start sites used as a positive case,

its distance from a real TIS is less than 80 nucleotides, and no in-frame stop codon occurs in between.

This data selection generates a difficult benchmark becausethe negative TISs in the dataset are both

in-frame with and in the neighborhood of the real TIS.

We finally obtained a set of 1248 negative examples. The length of each sequence is 50 nucleotides,

with 32 located upstream and 18 downstream including the start codon.

To minimize random effects, we generated 50 different partitionings of the data into training and test

sets. Each training set contained 400 sequences plus the associated negatives, the corresponding test set

332 sequences plus the associated negatives. The data sets can be obtained from:

http://www.neuroinformatik.rub.de/PEOPLE/igel/data/TIS-50.tgz

B. Locality Improved Kernel

For comparison, we consider the locality improved kernel [1], [28]. It counts matching nucleotides and

considers local correlations within local windows of length 2l +1. Given two sequencessi , s j of length

L the locality improved kernel is given by

klocality(si,s j) =
L

∑
p=1

(

min(L,p+l)

∑
t=max(1,p−l)

vt+l−p ·matcht(si ,s j)

)d

(15)

with matcht(si,s j) equal to one ifsi and s j have the same nucleotide at positiont and zero otherwise.

The weightsvt allow to emphasize regions of the window which are of specialimportance. In our

experiments they are fixed tovt = 0.5−0.4|l − t|/l . The hyperparameterd determines the order to which

local correlations are considered. The locality improved kernel can be considered as a special form of a

polynomial kernel, where only a weighted subset ofmonomersis considered [1].

C. Markov Chain Model

As a baseline classifier, we consider simple Markov models ofthe positive and negative sequences, see

[29] for an introduction. We applyinhomogeneous Markov chains, also referred to asweight array matrix

http://www.neuroinformatik.rub.de/PEOPLE/igel/data/TIS-50.tgz
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models. Given a Markov chainM of ordern over an alphabetA for strings of a fixed lengthl (cf. [29,

section 4.4.2] and [33]), the likelihood of a sequences is given by

PM(s) = PM
1 (s1) ·P

M
2 (s2 |s1) · · · · ·P

M
n (sn |s1, . . . ,sn−1) ·

l

∏
i=n+1

PM
i (si |si−n, . . . ,si−1) . (16)

The conditional probabilitiesPM
i are the |A |n+1−|A |

|A |−1 + (l − n)|A |n+1 parameters of the model and are

estimated from the frequencies in the training data plus apseudo count cpseudo (cf. [29, section 4.3.1]).

For example, for a model of ordern = 2 over the alphabetA = {A,T,C,G} and for i > 2 we have

PM
i (si |si−2,si−1) =

cM
i (si−2si−1si)+cpseudo

cM
i (si−2si−1A)+cM

i (si−2si−1C)+cM
i (si−2si−1G)+cM

i (si−2si−1T)+4cpseudo
, (17)

wherecM
i (si−2si−1si) denotes the frequency of the subsequencesi−2si−1si at positionsi −2 to i in the

data set used for building the model.

Let M+ and M− be the Markov chain models built from the positive and negative examples in the

training data, respectively. A sequences is classified based on the sign of lnPM+
(s)− lnPM−

(s).

Our simple Markov chain model has only two hyperparameters,its ordern and the value of the pseudo

countcpseudo. The latter serves as a regularization parameter.

More sophisticated Markov models, for exampleinterpolated Markov modelsor interpolated context

models[39], [36], as well as hybrid methods combining Markov models with other machine learning

techniques [33] are likely to increase the performance. However, similar motif extraction (see section

III-B ) and hybridization techniques would also improve the performance of the oligo kernel classifier—

and benefit from accurate model selection. In this study, theexperiments are restricted to the classifiers in

their generic form, not only to make the improvements by our model selection approach directly accessible,

but also because in our application the training data are sparse and thus too complex models derived from

properties of the training data are prone to overfitting.

D. Model Selection

We first describe our new model selection approach applied tothe combined oligo kernel for TIS

prediction. Then we describe how the model selection is donefor the alternative models we consider

for comparison, namely SVMs using oligo kernels with only few adapted parameters, SVMs using the

locality improved kernel, and Markov chain models. In the experiments all model selection processes are

repeated independently for the 50 training data sets.
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1) Oligo kernels:We consider the combined oligo kernel (12) with κ = 6. The six smoothing parameters

of k̃6-combinedare adapted by gradient ascent on the kernel-target alignment. The regularization parameter

C of the SVM cannot be optimized using the kernel-target alignment, which is independent of the actual

learning algorithm applied in the feature space. Therefore, the hyperparameter adaptation comprises two

steps:

1) gradient-based optimization of the kernel parameters bymaximizing the kernel-target alignment,

and

2) adaptation of the regularization parameterC by minimizing the classification error estimated by

cross-validation using grid-search.

First, the kernel parameters (here 6) are adapted by optimizing the kernel-target alignment using 60

iterations of iRprop+, a gradient-based algorithm [40]. All training examples are used to compute the

kernel-target alignment. Theσi are initially set to 1. Second, the regularization parameter C of the SVM

is optimized using grid-search. We look at the grid-points{0.1· i |1≤ i ≤ 50}. As a performance measure,

we compute the mean classification error on the hold out data sets in a 5-fold cross-validation procedure

(i.e., the training data set is split in 5 partitionings withpairwise disjoint hold out data sets of sizeℓ/5).

Finally the SVM is trained using the adapted parameter set using the complete training data. The resulting

classifier is evaluated on the previously unseen test data.

This general procedure performs grid-search in only one dimension (i.e., a line-search). The adaptation

of the kernel parameters is completely decoupled from the grid search and does not require SVM training

at all. We like to stress that the proposed method scales wellwith the number of kernel parameters.

In contrast to methods that are solely based on grid-search,a large number of hyperparameters can be

adapted.

For comparison, we also test the trimer oligo kernelk̃3 as defined in (11). The model selection is done

as for the combined kernel. The hyperparameterσ3 is adjusted by gradient ascent on the kernel-target

alignment andC by grid-search as described above.

In order to get some insights about the objective function surface of the kernel-target alignment

maximization problem and the robustness of our model selection approach, we conduct some additional

experiments. We vary the single hyperparameterσ3 of the trimer oligo kernel on a log scale and compute

the corresponding kernel-target alignment on the first training data partition. Further, we consider 50

independent kernel-target alignment optimizations of thecombined oligo kernel on this single data set
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TABLE I

OPTIMIZED REGULARIZATION PARAMETERC AND SMOOTHING PARAMETERS FOR THE COMBINED OLIGO KERNEL. ALL RESULTS

REFER TO50 TRIALS WITH DIFFERENT PARTITIONINGS OF THE DATA.

C σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6

mean 0.998 0.015 0.073 1.748 2.134 2.323 2.334

25% quantile 0.7 0.015 0.006 1.675 2.054 2.197 2.165

median 0.9 0.015 0.015 1.741 2.116 2.320 2.295

75% quantile 1.2 0.015 0.015 1.811 2.179 2.418 2.450

starting from different initializations. The initial values for theσi are drawn independently from a log-

normal distribution, where the normal distribution has zero mean and standard deviation two.

2) Locality Improved Kernel:For comparison, we buildC-SVMs based on the locality improved kernel

as described in sectionIV-B. This kernel compares two sequences locally within a small window of length

2l +1 around a sequence position. A second parameterd controls the order of local correlations within a

window. The parametersl andd are integers. Thus, the family of (standard) locality improved kernels has

no appropriate differentiable structure. Therefore, gradient-based optimization cannot be applied directly

and the parameters have to be adjusted by a direct (zeroth order) search method.

We considerC∈ {0.002· i |1≤ i ≤ 10} andl ,d∈ {i |1≤ i ≤ 6} (this is a reasonable range, see [28]). Two

different model selection strategies are compared. First,we pickC, l , andd based on three-dimensional

grid-search and 5-fold cross-validation as described above. Second, we adopt the model selection approach

used for the oligo kernels and pickl ,d ∈ {i |1≤ i ≤ 6} based on two-dimensional grid-search using the

kernel-target alignment as performance criterion. That is, no SVMs are built in the process of choosingl

andd. The regularization parameterC∈ {0.002· i |1≤ i ≤ 10} is then adjusted using grid-search.

3) Markov Chain Model:The ordern and the value of the pseudo countcpseudoare optimized using

grid-search over the valuescpseudo∈ {0.2· i |1≤ i ≤ 10} andn∈ {i |0≤ i ≤ 5}. Selection criterion is 5-fold

cross-validation as described above.

E. Results & Discussion

The optimized hyperparameters of the combined oligo kernelare shown in TableI. There is not much

variability among the 50 trials with different data partitionings, that is, the model selection process was

robust. In Fig.3 we visualize the dependence between the kernel-target alignment of the trimer oligo
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the search space when maximizing the kernel-target alignment for the trimer oligo kernel. The single kernel

parameterσ3 is varied on a log scale and the corresponding kernel-targetalignment computed on the first training data partition is plotted.

TABLE II

THE STATISTICS OF THE FINAL SMOOTHING PARAMETERS AFTER MAXIMIZATION OF THE KERNEL TARGET ALIGNMENT BETWEEN THE

COMBINED OLIGO KERNEL AND THE EMPIRICAL KERNEL OF THE FIRST TRAINING DATA PARTITION . THE VALUES REFER TO50 TRIALS

STARTING FROM DIFFERENT RANDOM INITIALIZATIONS.

σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6

mean 0.010 0.008 1.662 2.086 2.267 2.136

25% quantile 0.007 0.006 1.662 2.086 2.267 2.136

median 0.010 0.008 1.662 2.086 2.267 2.136

75% quantile 0.014 0.012 1.662 2.086 2.267 2.136

kernel and the single smoothing parameterσ3. In this concrete example, the objective function of the

model selection process is unimodal. The same seems to be true for the combined oligo kernel, as evident

from the results of repeated optimization considering a single training data set, but starting from random

initial points. In all 50 trials the optimization ends up in approximately the same optimum, see TableII .

The variance in the first two parameters is due to numerics, asthe objective function becomes extremely

flat for small values ofσi , see Fig.3. At least for the problem at hand, these results indicate that the

objective function surfaces are not very rugged and that gradient-based algorithms seem to be appropriate

for the optimization of the kernel-target alignment.

The final values for the smoothing parameters in TableI show that the positional uncertainty increases

with the oligomer length. On the level of individual bases and dimers, the optimized kernels use Gaussians

that are narrow peaks and virtually just count exact matches. However, there is a considerable increase
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in σK for K ≥ 3. On the level of trimers and longer fragments, matching subsequences shifted by a few

bases nucleotides contribute to the similarity of two sequences. Note that aσi-value of 2.5 implies that

a subsequence shifted by three nucleotides has still≈ 70% of the contribution of an exact match in the

kernel function (10).

TABLE III

THE RESULTS FOR THE FINAL HYPERPARAMETER CONFIGURATIONS OVER THE 50 PARTITIONS FOR THE TRIMER OLIGO KERNEL, THE

LOCALITY IMPROVED KERNEL, AND THE MARKOV CHAIN MODEL .

3mer oligo locality improved Markov chain model

C σ3 C l d n cpseudo

mean 0.786 1.197 0.00684 2 4.92 1.34 0.712

25% quantile 0.5 1.128 0.004 2 5 1 0.2

median 0.7 1.198 0.006 2 5 1 0.6

75% quantile 1.1 1.276 0.008 2 5 2 1.0

Table III shows the statistics of the final hyperparameters for the trimer oligo kernel, the locality

improved kernel, and the Markov chain model. Again, there isonly little variance. The order of the

Markov chains is between one and two. One reason for the low order is of course the limited training

data that does not allow for estimation of too many model parameters.

The classification performances of the different methods are shown in TableIV. The tables gives the

mean values as well as 25%, 50% and 75% quantiles over the 50 partitions of the classification error

on the test set (accuracy), specificity, sensitivity, and Matthews correlation coefficient [41]. Specificity is

defined by TN/(TN+FP), sensitivity by TP/(TP+FN), and Matthews correlation coefficient by

TP×TN−FP×FN
√

(TP+FP)(TP+FN)(TN+FP)(TN+FN)
, (18)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN denote the true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives,

respectively.

In Fig. 4 theROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves of the classifiers are shown. For the SVMs,

the curves were obtained by simply varying the threshold parameterb (see [42] for a more advanced

approach). For the Markov chain model, a thresholdb parameter was introduced and adjusted, that is, a

sequence was classified based on the sign of lnPM+
(s)− lnPM−

(s)+b. Each curve in Fig.4 corresponds

to the median of the 50 trials (similar to the attainment surfaces described in [43]).
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TABLE IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN TERMS OF CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY, SPECIFICITY, SENSITIVITY, AND MATTHEWS CORRELATION

COEFFICIENT. THE MEAN VALUES AS WELL AS 25%, 50%AND 75% QUANTILES OVER 50 RUNS ARE LISTED. THE ACCURACY OF THE

COMBINED OLIGO KERNEL IS STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN THE ACCURACY OF THE OTHER METHODS(PAIRED

WILCOXON RANK SUM TEST, p < 0.001).

model accuracy specificity sensitivity correlation

SVM, trimer oligo kernel 92.86 % 95.97 % 87.54 % 83.84 %

25% quantile 92.48 % 95.29 % 85.89 % 82.76 %

median 92.84 % 96.07 % 87.84 % 83.71 %

75% quantile 93.36 % 96.55 % 88.89 % 85.00 %

SVM, combined oligo kernel 93.30 % 95.83 % 88.96 % 85.02 %

25% quantile 92.91 % 95.41 % 88.29 % 84.13 %

median 93.31 % 95.80 % 89.19 % 85.00 %

75% quantile 93.71 % 96.33 % 90.09 % 86.37 %

SVM, locality improved kernel 92.54 % 95.15 % 88.10 % 83.47 %

25% quantile 92.02 % 94.55 % 87.09 % 82.50 %

median 92.53 % 95.03 % 88.14 % 83.46 %

75% quantile 93.03 % 95.85 % 89.19 % 84.61 %

Markov chain model 91.51 % 92.01 % 90.64 % 82.69 %

25% quantile 90.86 % 90.96 % 89.49 % 81.45 %

median 91.42 % 91.88 % 90.69 % 82.91 %

75% quantile 91.94 % 93.01 % 91.89 % 83.68 %

Through maximization of the kernel-target alignment the performance of the oligo kernel considerably

improved. The accuracy of the optimized combined oligo kernel is statistically significantly better than

the accuracy of all other methods in our study (paired Wilcoxon rank sum test,p < 0.001). The superior

performance is also supported by the ROC curves in Fig.4. The combined oligo kernel is clearly better

than the trimer oligo kernel. This shows the benefits of considering more complex and flexible kernels in

combination with an appropriate model selection strategy.

We considered two model selection methods for the SVMs with locality improved kernel, one based

solely on the cross-validation classification error and oneusing the kernel-target alignment for adjusting the

kernel parameters. In our application example, it turned out that the second method gave slightly better

results although the same hyperparameter combinations were tested. This shows that model selection

using the kernel-target alignment can lead to competitive results compared to cross-validation while being
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Fig. 4. Median ROC curves of the adapted classifiers based on 50 trials.

computationally less demanding. The three-dimensional grid-search involved testing 360 hyperparameter

combinations and the cross-validation procedure requiredtraining of five SVMs per combination. In

contrast, the kernel-target alignment was computed for 36 kernels and the subsequent adaptation ofC

required building five SVMs only for each of the 10 possible values for the regularization parameter. In

TableIV and Fig.4 only the better results achieved by kernel-target alignment optimization are presented.

Nonetheless, the locality improved kernel is worse than both the optimized trimer and the combined oligo

kernel.

The inhomogeneous Markov chain models (weight array matrixmodels) serve as a baseline for the

evaluation of the performance of the kernel classifiers. When adjusting the parameters of the Markov

chain model properly, as done in this study, already very good results can be achieved. Still, the accuracy

is significantly worse compared to all the kernel methods in our study (paired Wilcoxon rank sum test,

p < 0.001). When looking at the results in TableIV the Markov chain models seem to perform well in

terms of sensitivity, but the ROC curves in Fig.4 reveal that for the same level of sensitivity the other

classifiers show better specificity.

The kernel methods, in particular the combined oligo kernelwith a mean accuracy of 93.30 %, give

good classification results although the available training data set is rather small. The reasons might be

that SVMs in general are a reasonable choice when dealing with small amounts of training data as well as
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the appropriate model selection. Our parameterization of the oligo kernel provides the required flexibility.

Of course, too much flexibility bears the risk of overfitting.And indeed, model selection as described in

this study applied to a family of oligo kernels with over 60 parameters proposed in [35] overfits to limited

training data.

V. CONCLUSION

Biological sequence analysis using kernel methods benefitsfrom a task-specific choice of the kernel

function. We proposed gradient-based maximization of the kernel-target alignment for model selection.

If the considered kernel space has a differentiable structure, this method can be applied to efficiently

optimize multiple parameters. The kernel-target alignment can be maximized independently of the actual

learning machine, in particular, solving quadratic optimization problems in each iteration is not required.

Having such an efficient method at hand allows for extending the family of kernel functions considered

during model selection.

The benefits of this additional flexibility and the power of the proposed model selection algorithm were

demonstrated by adapting complex sequence kernels, namelyoligo kernels. As an application example,

we considered the prediction of bacterial gene starts usingsupport vector machines. The classification

performance improved significantly when the kernels were parameterized appropriately and when these

parameters were chosen in a task-specific way by maximizing the kernel-target alignment. Analyzing the

optimized kernel parameters can provide insights about theproblem at hand. In our example, the results

showed clear differences between the optimal position dependencies of different oligomer lengths.
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APPENDIX

A. Oligo Kernels Are Positive Definite Kernels

We show that the various oligo kernels are indeed positive definite kernel functions. We first consider

some mathematical properties of oligo functionsµω and the feature mapΦK . Because oligo functions

are finite sums of Gaussians, they are infinite differentiable and square integrable, that is,
∫

µ2
ω (t)dt <

∞. This implies that oligo functions are elements of the Hilbert spaceL2 with standard dot product

〈 f ,g〉 =
∫

R
f (t)g(t)dt for f ,g ∈ L2. Thus,ΦK maps the sequences to the Hilbert space(L2)

m endowed

with canonical dot product〈 f ,g〉=
∫

R
f (t) ·g(t)dt for f ,g∈ (L2)

m, wherea·b denotes the standard scalar

product betweena,b∈ R
m.

ComputingkK(si ,s j) as defined in (10) corresponds to the dot product in the feature spaceF = Lm
2 of

the feature space representations of the sequencessi ,s j . Therefore,kK is a positive definite kernel.

The normalized oligo kernel (11) is still a positive definite kernel, because in general it holds that

if k is a positive definite kernel onX then k(x,y)/
√

k(x,x)k(y,y), x,y∈ X , is also a positive definite

kernel. The combined oligo kernel (12) is positive definite, because in general it holds that ifk1 andk2

are positive definite kernels onX thenk12(x,y) = w1k1(x,y)+w2k2(x,y), x,y∈ X ,w1,w2 ∈ R
+, is also

a positive definite kernel [23].

B. Geometric View on Kernel-Target Alignment Maximization

Kernel-target alignment maximization aims at finding a kernel k∗ from a restricted family of “reasonable”

kernel functions such that the Gram matrix induced byk∗ has the smallest distance to the empirical kernel

matrix. The empirical kernel matrixyy′ is defined by the outer product of the class labelsy= (y1, . . . ,yℓ)
′

of the ℓ training patterns.

Formally, letK be the set of possible positive definite kernels onX . Let S ⊂K be the parameterized

family of kernel functions to which the model selection process is restricted. Given a setD of training

patterns, we define the equivalence relation∼D on K by k1 ∼D k2 if and only if Gk1/
√

〈Gk1,Gk1〉 =

Gk2/
√

〈Gk2,Gk2〉, where Gk1 and Gk2 are the Gram matrices onD for the two kernels. We consider

the quotient spacesKD = K / ∼D and SD = S / ∼D. The distance between two equivalence classes
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[k1], [k2] ∈ KD with representativesk1 andk2 can be defined as

d([k1], [k2]) :=

√

〈

Gk1/
√

〈Gk1,Gk1〉−Gk2/
√

〈Gk2,Gk2〉,〈Gk1/
√

〈Gk1,Gk1〉−Gk2/
√

〈Gk2,Gk2〉

〉

=
√

2−2S(k1,k2) . (19)

Thus, we seek a kernelk∗ minimizing d([k], [yy]) =
√

2−2Â(k), which is equivalent to maximizinĝA(k).
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